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Abstract
One of the main goals of forest inventories is estimation of the growing stock volume. Practically all countries for
this purpose use the same main parameters of trees  measured stem diameters at breast height (DBH) and the height or
length of tree stems, i.e. the distance between root collar and terminal bud. At the same time growing stock volume
estimates differ between countries and assessments. Sometimes they do not include stumps, tops, small size stems, while
sometimes they include large branches.
To unify the estimates of the growing stock volume, the most reasonable way is to follow the practice of forest
inventory and to use the main inventory object, i.e. tree stem as the reference object during forest assessments. Assuming
the traditions of various countries to use different national reference objects, it is suggested to estimate the volume of
stumps, tops, small sized trees or large branches and to make adequate corrections in the national data. This study
suggests a method of how using the data of national forest inventory and estimation models of stem volume and its
separate parts to adjust national data in compliance with all European or global forest resources assessment data. In the
study, there are presented estimates of separate parts of stems or small sized stems that can be used as the default values
for the harmonization of growing stock volume estimates in countries with similar climatic and soil conditions. The
growing stock volume of Lithuanian forests, assessed using the national definition, overestimates volumes assessed using
global forest resources definition by 8%, while using COST Action E43 definition  by 2%.
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Introduction
The growing stock volume presented in the last
forest assessments (FAO 2001, 2006, UNECE/FAO
2000, State 2003, 2007) differs from each other by different representations of small trees as well as separate parts: above ground stumps, tops, branches of
assessed trees. The above mentioned differences are
the result of attempts every time to represent better
different assessment practices of different countries.
Due to such practice, the data obtained are incomparable not only between different countries, but also
between different assessments made during a short
period.
Forest assessment is the final phase of a scientifically based, well organized data collection and
processing, i.e. forest inventory. Forest inventory
practice in most countries is based on assessing the
state of trees (growing, felled, dead) and measuring
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the general characteristics of stems. The general characteristics of a tree are the diameter at breast height
(DBH) and the height of stem. Stump is usually measured only for felled trees. The volume of branches,
roots and the total biomass is usually estimated by
models using the main stem characteristics. It is very
important for forest assessment practice to create a
stable system for a long period of time, which would
be universal and acceptable for all countries and which
could guarantee comparable data for all assessments.
The problem of data harmonization, presented by various countries for different assessments, can be solved
in two ways: by establishing a common reference object for all countries or by elaborating models for the
estimation of characteristics necessary for assessment.
These procedures can be called as bridge-building
between countries and assessments.
Measurers of all forest inventories, independing
of the country, measure DBH at 1.3 m distance from
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the root collar or ground level where a tree starts its
growth. It means that the ground level where a tree
started its growth and terminal bud, i.e. the beginning
and end of stem should be detected for every tree
measurement. Following the practice of forest inventory, the most universal and stable reference object for
the growing stock volume estimation should be a complete stem of a tree. Countries, using other objects
than a complete stem for growing stock volume estimation, for example, stem without stump or without
top, should estimate the shares of stumps and tops
per stem and correct the results of their assessment.
The next problem is that different countries include stems of different size for growing stock volume estimation. Unification of assessment results also
requires to estimate the share of trees per growing
stock volume with different DBH.
Objectives of the study. The volume of complete
stem is used for growing stock volume estimation in
Lithuania (Figure 1). It means that the growing stock
volume in Lithuania, as compared to the global forest
resources assessment 2000 (FAO 2001), was overestimated by the volume of stumps, tops and the volume
of trees with DBH=10 cm.
GFRA 2000

GFRA 2005
MCPFE 2007

TBFRA 2000

COST
Action E43

Lithuania
assessment

Lithuanian reference definition (FAO 2001, 2006, State
2003, 2007, Kulieðis et al. 2009).

Materials and methods
The data of the Lithuanian national forest inventory in 2005 were used for our study (Valstybinë..
2006). The data contain records from 5,697 permanent
and 1,125 temporary plots. Totally, the DBH of 180,900
trees were measured on these plots. Heights were
measured for 43,800 and the diameter of stumps - for
31,500 living trees. The growing stock volume in
Lithuanian inventory includes the volume of stems
from root collar up to terminal bud on living trees. All
planted trees (pine, spruce, oak) are inventoried independing of their size, i.e. including the smallest ones.
In the rest cases trees are inventoried starting from
DBH of more than 2.0 cm. The height is measured instead of diameter for trees with DBH less than 2 cm.
Naturally regenerated trees are inventoried when the
DBH has reached a minimum of 2 cm, excluding understorey trees in older stands. All dead trees with DBH
of 2.1 cm and more are measured as well, but they are
not included into the growing stock volume estimates.
Methods of growing stock volume and its structure estimation. Height and volume of stems with DBH
more than 2 cm were estimated for every stem using
regression equation. Stem volume (VS) was estimated
as a function of DBH, height (H) and form factor (FDH)
Vs = f(DBH, H, FDH)

Figure 1. Reference objects for the growing stock volume
estimation in various FRA

Analogous differences in the growing stock volume assessment are also found in other assessments
(Figure 1). The goal of our study is to estimate the
differences between the growing stock volume, that
was determined using a complete stem and when stump,
top and stems up to the threshold diameter are excluded, and to propose a procedure how to harmonize the
results when different growing stock volume definitions are used during different assessments. The main
task of our study is to estimate the volume of stumps,
tops and stems of different sizes depending on forest
type and forest age structure.
In five previous forest resource assessments during the period 2000-2007, four different growing stock
volume definitions were used, which differ from the
2009, Vol. 15, No. 1 (28)

(1)

The form factor was estimated as a function of
DBH and height (Kulieðis A. 1993). The volume of stem
less than 1.3 m in height was estimated as a function
of height
Vs = a ⋅

H
,
1.3

(2)

where a  regression parameter, H  height, m.
The volume of stems with DBH between 0 and 2
cm and height between 1.3 and 2 m was estimated as
a DBH function
Vs = a + b ⋅

DBH ,
2

(3)

where a,b  regression parameters.
The volume of stump was estimated using formula
2

Vst =

D0 min ⋅ π
⋅ hst ,
4
4 ⋅ 10

(4)

where D 0min  minimal diameter of stem at root collar

D 0min = f(DBH) ,

(5)
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h st  stump height. For trees with DBH less than
30 cm stump height equals to 0.1 m for trees more than
30 cm  equals to DBH/3.
Stem top length, when the diameter of top was
equal to 6 cm, was estimated using taper curves
(Petrauskas 1994).
Volume of stem top was estimated using formula
Vt =

2
Dt ⋅ π
,
⋅ ⋅
4 lt ⋅ Fa
4 ⋅10

DBH (pine, oak, ash), as compared with species having lower mean DBH (grey alder, birch).
Cumulative curves of the distribution of growing
stock volume by diameter classes have the shape of ò
letter and are very regular. The curves are ranked strictly enough from the left to the right with increasing age
(Figures 4, 5) or increasing mean DBH.

(6)

where D t = 6 cm, l t  length of stem top according to
stem tapering model, F a  absolute form factor..
All estimations were made for stands of eight main
tree species of Lithuania. Forest type or main tree
species per inventory plot was defined by growing
stock volume domination of appropriate tree species.
The minimal domination of the growing stock volume
of first storey trees appropriate species amount is
enough for defining forest type. Stands were grouped
into age classes of ten years. Mean characteristics for
every forest type were estimated using actual distribution of forest area by age classes and also assuming that stands of each age class occupy equal area
per forest type. In this way, the influence of specific
distribution of area by age classes on the mean characteristics per forest type was excluded.

Figure 3. Distribution of forest stands area by age classes.
Lithuanian NFI 2005

Results
Pine, spruce and birch stands prevail in Lithuanian forests (Figure2).

Figure 4. Distribution of the number of trees by diameter
classes in a) birch stands of different age and b) stands of
different species. Lithuanian NFI 2005
Figure 2. Distribution of Lithuanian forest area by
forest types, %.

The area of stands of other three species  aspen, black and grey alder ranges between 6 and 9
percent. The area of spruce, oak and ash stands is
distributed more or less evenly by age classes. Stands
of 40-70 years prevail in pine, birch and other broadleaved forest types (Figure 3).
Distribution of trees by DBH classes. Distribution character of the number of trees by DBH classes
changes with age and forest type (Figure 4). Mostly
flat curves occur for trees of older age and larger mean
2009, Vol. 15, No. 1 (28)
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Figure 5. Distribution of the growing stock volume by diameter classes in stands a) of different age and b) of different species. Lithuanian NFI 2005
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The influence of different DBH thresholds on the
growing stock by dominant tree species was estimated as the result of analysis of growing stock distribution by DBH classes (Table 1).
Table 1. The share of stem volume of trees having different
DBH, in the growing stock volume
Forest
type
Pine
Spruce
Birch
Aspen
Black
Grey alder
Oak
Ash
Mean

£4
0.1
0.2
0.3
0.4
0.2
0.7
0.1
0.2
0.2

felled trees as well as the volume of stumps with high
reliability. The curves of tree stump volume depending on DBH are very close for all tree species (Figure
7). The lowest stump volume of trees with the same
DBH is found for aspen trees and the highest  for
ash and black alder trees.

DBH, cm
£6
£8
£10
£12
Share of stem volume, %
0.4
1.1
2.3
4.2
0.8
2.0
4.0
6.9
1.2
3.0
5.7
9.0
1.3
2.5
4.2
6.5
0.8
2.3
5.0
9.1
3.1
6.9
13.1
21.1
0.3
0.8
1.9
3.1
1.0
1.9
3.3
5.6
0.9
2.1
4.1
6.9

Trees with DBH up to 10 cm contain 4.1 percent
of the total growing stock volume. Trees with DBH up
to 12 cm represent 3.1-21.1 percent of the total growing stock, depending on tree species. The least share
of the growing stock below the threshold is typical of
forest types having the highest mean DBH (oak, pine)
and the largest share  for tree species having the
lowest mean DBH (e.g. grey alder).
Tree stump volume. The minimum diameter at root
collar and DBH are highly correlated, for example, for
pine R 2=0.96, for birch R 2= 0.94 (Figure 6). Analogous
situation was detected also for other forest types.

Figure 7. Dependence of tree stump volume on species and
DBH. Lithuanian NFI 2005

The share of stump volume in tree stem volume
depends on DBH and tree species (Figure 8). The least
share of stump volume is for trees with DBH=30 cm.
In Lithuanian forestry practice it is predetermined by
the definition of stump size. It is accepted that the
height at stump for trees with DBH up to 30 cm is equal
to 10 cm. For thicker trees the height of stumps increases with increasing DBH and is equal to 1/3 of
DBH. The share of stump per tree stem volume decreases from 1.9-3.8% when DBH is 4 cm to 1.1-1.8%, when
DBH is 30 cm and increases up to 2.1-3.5%, when DBH
is 64 cm.
The share of stump volume in the growing stock of
stands decreases with age. On average for all tree spe-

Figure 6. Relation of tree diameter at root collar (D0) and
DBH. Lithuanian NFI 2005

It is one of the reasons to use minimum diameter
of root collar for stump volume estimation. Stump
volume estimated by the two diameters  top and
bottom, deviates from the stump volume estimated by
the minimal diameter at root collar in most cases no
more than by ±57%, comprising ±0.1% of the whole
stem volume. High correlation of the minimal stump
diameter and DBH allow us to estimate the volume of
2009, Vol. 15, No. 1 (28)

Figure 8. Share of stump volume a) in tree stem volume by
tree species and DBH and b) in growing stock volume by
forest types and age. Lithuanian NFI 2005
ISSN 1392-1355
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cies the percentage of tree stump volume share decreases
from 2.5% at the age of 10 years down to 1.6% at the
age of 90 years (Figure 9). Assuming a different distribution of forest area by age classes, it was found that
the highest value of the share of stumps per growing
stock volume is for oak, grey alder and birch stands and
the least  for aspen stands (Table 2).

The lowest share of stem top volume in the growing stock is for pine and spruce, as well as for oak stands,
and the highest is for grey alder, black alder, aspen and
birch stands (Table 3). The difference of the share of
stem top volume between actual stands and stands, in
which even age distribution for those species was assumed, is varying from  3.2 up to +0.4% (Table 3).

Table 2. The share of stump volume in the growing stock
volume depending on forest type and forest stands age structure

Table 3. The share of tree top volume in the growing stock
volume depending on forest type and forest stands age structure

Forest type

Age
structure
Actual
Even

Pine

Spruce

Birch

1.6
1.6

1.6
1.6

1.9
2.0

Aspen

Black
alder

Grey
alder

The share of stumps, %
1.3
1.7
2.0
1.4
1.7
2.0

Oak

Ash

All

2.1
2.1

1.6
1.6

1.7
1.7

Actual distribution means age class assessed in the
field, while for even structure, an equal proportion of
each age class has been assumed for every tree species group. The share of stump volume in the growing
stock practically does not depend on stand area distribution by age class type (Table 2). The differences
between the share of stump for stands of actual and
even distribution by age classes do not exceed 0.1%.
Tree top volume. The share of tree top volume
was examined for tops in diameter of 6 cm. It was determined that the length of tops is different for coniferous and broadleaved species. Top length for broadleaved trees is larger by 1.1-1.7 m comparing with the
top length of coniferous trees. Top length decreases
from 5.2-6.2 m when tree DBH is 8 cm, to 1.5-2.6 m when
DBH comprises 64 cm.
The share of top volume in tree stem volume
decreases from 21-30% when DBH is 8 cm and to 0.20.3% when DBH is 52-60 cm (Figure 9). The difference
between the shares of top volume of different species,
when DBH is fixed, is sufficiently small. The share of
top volume per growing stock volume of stand decreases from 13-27%, when the age is 10 years, up to
1-1.5%, when the age is 90 years (Figure 9).

Figure 9. Share of top volume a) in tree stem volume by
tree species and DBH and b) in growing stock volume by
forest types and age. Lithuanian NFI 2005
2009, Vol. 15, No. 1 (28)
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Age
structure
Actual
Even

Pine

Spruce

Birch

1.4
1.5

2.0
1.9

3.5
4.5

Forest type
Aspen Black
alder

Grey
alder

The share of tops, %
2.7
3.4
7.0
5.3
3.9
10.2

Oak Ash

All

1.4
1.3

2.4
3.0

2.4
2.0

Finally, the results of the investigation allow us
to estimate the values of the growing stock volume
for Lithuanian forests according to different requirements. Our research was not aimed at estimating the
share of branches in the growing stock volume. For
this reason we had no possibility to estimate the differences between growing stock volume estimation for
Lithuania and for TBFRA-2000 (UNECE/FAO 2000),
GFRA-2005 (FAO 2006) and MCPFE-2007 (State 2007),
for which the estimation of large branches was requested. National growing stock volume estimates for
Lithuanian volume of all trees, including the whole stem
from the root collar up to terminal bud, exceed the
growing stock estimated as the volume of trees with
DBH of more than 10 cm and excluding top and stump
for the rest trees according to GFRA-2000 definition
by 8% and by COST Action E43 reference definition
(excluding stump only)  by 2%.

Discussion, conclusions and recommendations
Different definitions and practices in growing
stock estimation are related to the history of development of forest inventory methods and models for
estimation of the growing stock (FAO 2006, Vidal et
al. 2008). The practice of used growing stock volume
definition was analysed for 26 countries of Europe
(Vidal et al. 2008). All countries clearly refer growing
stock volume definitions to aboveground tree element.
It is also typical of all countries to define tree size:
more often DBH and sometimes height. Fixing of DBH
means the exclusion of stems that are below 1.3 m in
height. Besides, growing stock volume definition
should contain the following main variables: life status  usually living (growing), position  standing /
lying and various tree elements: stump, top, bark,
ISSN 1392-1355
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branches and so on. It was determined that the growing stock volume of 24 countries, forest of which contain 149.7 mill. ha, includes bole, 21 countries (93.5%
of total growing stock volume)  includes bark, 16
countries (80.6%)  include stem, 12 countries (53.5%)
include stump above ground and 4 countries (16.2%)
include large branches. These entire tree elements,
such as small branches, foliage and below ground parts
are never take into account in growing stock volume
definition. Therefore, a universal methodology for the
estimation of the growing stock cannot be introduced
all of a sudden. For unified growing stock volume
estimation it is very important to estimate the volume
of stems at various sizes as well as for different parts
of stems: stump, top and bark. This conclusion is in
line with e.g. FRA 2010 (Forest 2007) and its requirement to indicate the thresholds for DBH and top diameter, used for forest assessments in various countries, and allowing recalculation of the results to the
same harmonised level. Such recalculations may necessitate the elaboration and use of adjustment factors for the estimation of stem tops, stumps or stems
of lower DBH (e.g. Table 1, Table 2 and Table 3). After checking their usefulness, such factors may be used
as the default values in areas of similar climate, forest
site conditions and forest traditions.
1. The share of the volume of small trees, tops
and stumps of stems in the growing stock volume depends on forest area distribution by forest type, age
and specified for every country specified size of stump
and top.
2. Estimation of volume share of small trees, tops
and stumps in the growing stock volume requires data
on forest area distribution by forest types, age classes, distribution of the number of living trees by DBH
classes, specified characteristics of stumps and tops,
stem tapering functions, volume functions of stem and
its parts.
3.For countries with forest types and forest stand
age structure similar to Lithuania it is recommended
to use presented results (Tables 1, 2, 3) as default

values for the estimation of the share of small trees,
tops and stumps in the growing stock volume or to
elaborate analogous default values using the proposed
methodical solution.
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ÃÀÐÌÎÍÈÇÀÖÈß ÍÀÖÈÎÍÀËÜÍÛÕ ÄÀÍÍÛÕ ÏÐÈ ÃËÎÁÀËÜÍÎÌ Ó×¨ÒÅ
ÄÐÅÂEÑÍÛÕ ÐÅÑÓÐÑÎÂ ÍÀ ÏÐÈÌÅÐÅ ËÈÒÂÛ
À. Êóëåøèñ, Ã. Êóëáîêàñ
Ðåçþìå
Ìíîãèå ñòðàíû äëÿ îïðåäåëåíèÿ çàïàñà äðåâåñèíû âî âðåìÿ èíâåíòàðèçàöèè ìåðÿò îñíîâíûå ïàðàìåòðû ñòâîëà:
äèàìåòð íà âûñîòå ãðóäè è äëèíó ñòâîëà  îò êîðíåâîé øåéêè (óðîâíÿ çåìíîé ïîâåðõíîñòè) äî âåðøèííîé ïî÷êè. Ïðè
îïðåäåëåíèè çàïàñà äðåâåñèíû, êàê âî âðåìÿ èíâåíòàðèçàöèé, òàê è âî âðåìÿ ó÷¸òîâ ïðîÿâëÿåòñÿ ðàçíîîáðàçèå. Çàïàñ
äðåâåñèíû ïîðîþ îïðåäåëÿåòñÿ áåç ó÷åòà ïíåé, âåðøèí, ìåëêèõ ñòâîëîâ èëè äîïîëíèòåëüíî âêëþ÷àÿ êðóïíûå ñó÷üÿ.
Â öåëÿõ ãàðìîíèçàöèè îïðåäåëåíèÿ çàïàñà äðåâåñèíû ðåêîìåíäóåòñÿ èñïîëüçîâàòü ñòâîë êàê îñíîâíîé îáúåêò
èíâåíòàðèçàöèè. Ïðè ýòîì î÷åíü âàæíî ó÷èòûâàòü ñëîæèâøèåñÿ íàöèîíàëüíûå òðàäèöèè ïî îòíîøåíèþ âêëþ÷åíèÿ â
ó÷¸ò çàïàñà ïíåé, âåðøèí, ìåëêèõ ñòâîëîâ èëè êðóïíûõ ñó÷üåâ. Â ðàáîòå ïðåäîñòâëåíà ìåòîäèêà è ðåçóëüòàòû, êàê
èñïîëüçóÿ äàííûå íàöèîíàëüíîé ëåñîèíâåíòàðèçàöèè, íîðìàòèâû îöåíêè îáú¸ìà ñòâîëîâ è îòäåëüíûõ åãî ÷àñòåé
îïðåäåëèòü íåîáõîäèìûå ïàðàìåòðû äëÿ ãàðìîíèçàöèè çàïàñà äðåâåñèíû â ãëîáàëüíîì ìàñøòàáå. Çàïàñû äðåâåñèíû
ëåñîâ Ëèòâû, îïðåäåëåíû ïî íàöèîíàëüíûì ñòàíäàðòàì íà 8% ïðåâûøàþò çàïàñû, îïðåäåëåííûå ïî òðåáîâàíèÿì
ãëîáàëüíîãî ó÷åòà (FAO, 2001) è íà 2% ïðåâûøàþò çàïàñû, îïðåäåëåííûå ïî òðåáîâàíèÿì COST E43 (Vidal et al.,
2008).
Êëþ÷åâûå ñëîâà: ó÷åò, äðåâåñíûå çàïàñû, ïåðåõîäíûå ôóíêöèè
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